
Panels
Manufactured using 5mm wire welded at
each intersection, complete with pressed
beams creating a strong and durable
panel. The mesh aperture consists of a
200 x 50mm mesh spacing providing
excellent see through visibility.

Post system
Standard posts are manufactured from
60 x 40 x 2.5mm Rolled Hollow Section.
All posts include threaded inserts,
leaving a clean and flush design to the
rear face.
Our unique hanging clips makes VGuard
exceptionally fast to install. Specially
designed PROFIX Securing system

brackets are used for quick and easy
installation. As an optional extra, a
slotted 40 x 5mm flat clamp bar can
be used for additional security.

Applications
The VGUARD system is suitable for most
applications were general site
demarcation is required. 
Typical examples: schools, public areas,
commercial businesses and retail outlets.

Gates
Standard gates are available or
tailored-made to suit your
requirements. All gates are supplied
with rear hung adjustable hinges, 

pad-lockable drop-bolts, multi-holed 
to suit site conditions complete 
with anti-climb protection. 
See our gate range for further details.

Additional security toppings
Barkers Fencing supply additional
toppings for security fences including
razor wire coils, razor wire tape,
barbed wire, rotating spikes.

We can also prepare fence posts to
take electric security fence on the
back and work closely with the major
electric security fence manufacturers.

Designed to add an aesthetic appeal to
our mesh fencing product range, a
high performance system complete
with excellent appearance.

VGUARD BARKERS FENCING MESH SYSTEMS 
SCHOOLS, PLAY AREAS, COMMERCIAL BUSINESS, RETAIL OUTLETS 

Standard sizes Heights above the standard range can be achieved using a multi-lift system.

   Panels                                                                                                                           
   Fence                                                               Wire                       Number                  Post                          Post
   height                        Panel size                    diameter                of                            centres                    section
   mtrs                            H x W                            V x H mm               beams                    mm                          RHS

   1.8                              1733 x 3005                  5mm                       3                             3020                         60*40

   2.0                              1933 x 3005                  5mm                       3                             3020                         60*40

   2.4                              2333 x 3005                  5mm                       3                             3020                         60*40

   3.0                              2958 x 2805                  5mm                       4                             2815                         60 x60

AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

Posts are complete with our
unique pro-fix hanging bracket
which makes VGUARD our
easiest and quickest fence to
install. Many of our customers
say their erectors prefer our
system as they can install more
metres per day and earn more
money.
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